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Abstract

The advanced video encoder High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) utilizes several novel coding tools so that it can
obtain improvement in coding performance for a huge number of video data. However, these tools increase the
computational complexity greatly specially in the interprediction phase. Therefore, optimization for interprediction
plays an important role in accelerating the whole HEVC encoding process. To this end, this paper proposes an
efficient prediction algorithm for improving HEVC intercoding. According to the spatial correlation between the current
block and its co-located block in the previous frame, we design a fast decision method so as to perform asymmetric
partitions directly without the complicated calculation. Furthermore, based on the motion degree function we defined,
the motion search range of motion estimation can be adaptively adjusted. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm is able to save coding time significantly both under RandomAccess and Lowdelay P configurations,
with a negligible drawback in term of Bjontegaard delta-rate increase.
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1 Introduction
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), an advanced
video coding standard, is a good substitute for encoding
ultra-high-definition video. In contrast to other
standards, HEVC employs several new coding tools to
eliminate redundancy existing in inter- and intraframes
[1–4]. The higher precision and more flexible partition
structure is one of the major reasons that HEVC out-
performs H.264/AVC [5]. Additionally, good perform-
ance of HEVC makes it be applied to several extensions
[6–11]. In HEVC, every frame of video is divided into
coding tree units (CTUs) and each CTU can be split re-
cursively using quad-tree structure, until the minimum
size is reached. Similar to macroblock concept in
H.264/AVC, coding unit (CU) is the basic unit in
HEVC that carries the whole coding information of
current block [12, 13]. There are eight prediction units
(PUs) shown in Fig. 1, and these eight PU partitions are
named as PART_2N×2N, PART_N×N, PART_2N×N,
PART_N×2N, PART_2N×nU, PART_2N×nD, PART_nL×2N,

PART_nR×2N, respectively. Among these eight labels,
uppercase N denotes half the length of current CU’s
length or width and lowercase n signals one quarter of
that [14]. It is akin to CU that PU brings the informa-
tion about prediction. If current CU is encoded with
intraprediction, it is always divided using square parti-
tion, namely INTRA_2N×2N and INTRA_N×N. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, a CU can either be coded as a single
PU or it can be split into two or four rectangular PUs.
After PU division, motion estimation (ME) is performed

to find out the optimal motion vector (MV) of current
block through matching corresponding samples. The com-
putational load of ME in HEVC is related to the motion
search range in matching process. For the full search range,
128 candidate points (configured as [− 64, 64]) are adopted
in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In other
words, more than 16,000 points should be searched to find
the best MV for current block. Although the fast ME
approach TZ Search is added into the latest HEVC refer-
ence software to simplify the MV search process, the coding
complexity is still very high. In interprediction stage, asym-
metric partition (AMP) partitioning and ME process can
promote the matching precision. However, the coding time
is increased significantly for the novel complex design.
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Therefore, this paper presents an efficient approach to
reduce the calculation burden in interprediction. Firstly, we
find out a fast decision method so that some prediction
units are divided into asymmetric partitions directly with-
out the complex calculation. And then, based on the
motion degree function we defined, the motion search
range of ME can be adaptively adjusted.
The remainder content of this article is organized as

follows. Our proposed method is described in Section 2.
Section 3 demonstrates the experimental comparison
between our proposed approach and other methods and
discusses the coding performance of the proposed algo-
rithm. Finally, we summarize this paper in Section 4.

1.1 The related previous work
To reduce interprediction computational burden for HEVC
encoder, many researchers have proposed various fast
methods. These methods aim to simplify PU mode decision
process that we sum up as follows. A different CU visiting
order is stated in Ref. [15], and this modification reduces
the complexity of CU size decision, mode decision, and
interframe prediction. Another fast CU size prediction for
HEVC is presented in Ref. [16], which early terminates par-
titioning modes to reduce computational complexity. Ref.
[17] adopts convolution neural network to decrease no less
than two CU partition modes for rate distortion
optimization (RDO). A set of procedures for partition
structure determination is designed in Ref. [18] to early ter-
minate exhaustive RDO process using data mining tech-
niques. An early terminating fast intermode decision
algorithm, namely hierarchical intermode decision (HIMD),
is presented in Ref. [19] using the correlation between RD
cost and PU size. A course of low complexity mode deci-
sion algorithm consists of four early termination strategies
and this approach uses co-located block depth information
and current block size information to terminate RDO
process [20]. A reverse CU access approach is proposed in
Ref. [21] that can further reduce HEVC coding complexity,
particularly for high motion activity sequences. A fast CU
partitioning algorithm is provided in Ref. [22] for HEVC,
and this method early terminates the CU size decision
process based on the Bayesian decision rule. A fast inter-
prediction mode decision algorithm is proposed in our
previous work [23] that uses current block edge infor-
mation to simplify RDO process so as to accelerate
coding time for HEVC encoder.
Furthermore, complex ME process in HEVC encoder

requires a huge calculation, so many low-complexity algo-
rithms have been presented to make improvement on ME
process. A block motion information derivation is
described in Ref. [24] without conventional motion
estimation and motion parameters. A fast algorithm is
introduced in Ref. [25] to reduce the number of ME
searching points from 81 to just 31. A fast ME decision

method is provided in Ref. [26] that skips block search
process adaptively on the basis of the relationship between
the two types PU after classifying PUs into two classes.
Two individual algorithms are proposed in Ref. [27] that
obtain the best performance collaboratively. A better
balance is stated between computational burden and RD
performance in Ref. [28]. In Ref. [29], authors state
fast mode decision algorithm not only for CU size
decision but also for ME decision, and it achieves a
great time saving.
Admittedly, all of these approaches have improved

coding efficiency of intercoding for HEVC encoder. How-
ever, it is hard for interprediction optimization to balance
the computational complexity and the coding perform-
ance. Motivated by the abovementioned issue, we propose
an efficient AMP decision and search range adjustment al-
gorithm for HEVC.

1.2 Preliminary work
Because of the huge amount of data, especially when having
an advanced hierarchical partition design in current HEVC
standard, compression of high-definition video content
relies heavily on the efficient compression of video informa-
tion. Note that, one way of performing prediction mode de-
cision would exhaustively search the possibilities within a
set containing all possible modes, which results in an un-
desirable complexity. To determinate the optimal mode,
it adopts Lagrange multiplier to find the certain mode
with the least RD cost as the best one, and the RD
cost function (J) is shown as follows:

J ¼ Dmode þ λ� BRmode ð1Þ

where Dmode denotes the distortion between the current
mode and the matching mode on average, λ signifies the
Lagrange multiplier, and BRmode is bits required for
signaling the coding mode and the associated side infor-
mation. Moreover, CU division way in HEVC is identical
to that way in H.264/AVC, while new PU partitions
(including square partition (SP), symmetric partition
(SMP), and AMP) have been developed for HEVC inter-
prediction. In contrast to H.264/AVC intermode predic-
tion, before the decision of the optimal MV for a block,
all the SP, SMP, and AMP in PU modes are added to the
pre-decision list. And then, all possible search point
candidates corresponding to the PU mode in pre-
decision list are considered as full RD search list to
perform ME using full search range. During this proced-
ure, the distortion among all candidates (including PU
partitions and search points) is computed and the best
prediction mode is selected. This technique enhances
the highest possible coding precision in HEVC encoder,
but the “try all and select the best” method leads to
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extremely high coding complexity, so it limits HEVC for
practical applications.
In preliminary work, prediction modes distribution

has been checked at RA (RandomAccess configur-
ation) and LDP (Lowdelay P configuration) condi-
tions. Figure 2 shows the average area shares of
prediction modes in HEVC encoder at RA and LDP
conditions. It is obvious that with the reduction of
quantization parameter (QP), more and more blocks
choose AMP as the best interprediction mode under
both RA and LDP configurations. Although the share
of AMP is lower than other mode decision, it is very
time-consuming to perform AMP for interprediction
modes. Furthermore, rather than intracoding, all of
interprediction modes need to be addressed with ME,
which results in both high calculation burden and a
long coding time. To analyze the computational load of
AMP partitioning and ME process in HEVC encoder,
extensive experiments were conducted on ten text
sequences with QP setting as 22, 27, 32, and 37. These set-
tings are tabulated in Table 1 according to common test

condition (CTC) [30], and HEVC test model 14.0 (HM
14.0) is used as the experimental platform.
The encoder configuration is as follows: GOP length is

set to 8 with an intraperiod being 32; the maximum CU
size is 64 × 64, and CU depth level is set to 4; search range
of ME is configured as [− 64, 64]. We execute simulated
experiments twice with AMP disabled (off) and enabled
(on) for each test sequence, and the original HM reference
software (AMP on) is regarded as the benchmark. More-
over, computational load for these experiments is reflected

by coding time which is calculated by ΔT ¼ T avg
off −T

avg
on

T avg
on

,

where T avg
off and T avg

on mean the average coding time when
AMP off and AMP on, respectively. In addition, peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) change, bitrate variation, and
coding time change are measured by “BD-PSNR (dB)”
(Bjontegaard Delta PSNR), “BD-BR (%)” (Bjontegaard
Delta Bitrate), and “ΔT (%)” [31].
Table 2 illustrates the coding efficiency comparison

between the HM 14.0 with AMP off and the original HM
14.0 with AMP on both under RA and LDP cases. The
minus and the positive number respectively denote drop
and augment compared with the data derived by the bench-
mark (the same as in the following tables). From the experi-
mental results, one can notice from Table 1 that the
maximum time saving of 18.12% for “BasketballDrive”
under LDP configuration when AMP is disabled. The
coding time is averagely reduced about 12.83 and 14.05%
under “RA” and “LDP” case, respectively. It can be seen
that disabling AMP can speed up encoding process. While
for the sequences with small movement activity, such as
“BQSquare” and “Johnny”, PSNR is close to that of original
HEVC encoder with AMP off. However, when AMP is dis-
abled, both PSNR loss and bitrate increase are obviously
significant. It also can be seen from Table 2 that for test se-
quences with much high motion activity areas, such as
“BasketballDrive,” “BasketballDrill,” and “RaceHorses,” the

Fig. 1 The eight PU partitions. Left: square partition (SP); middle:
symmetric partition (SMP); right: asymmetric partition (AMP)

Fig. 2 Prediction mode distribution. a At R_A condition. b At L_P condition
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coding time reduction for them is relatively more than that
of other test sequences after disabling AMP. Because turn-
ing off AMP can eliminate amounts of complicated ME
process, computational load is saved conspicuously, and yet
PSNR loss and bitrate increase are evident.
These results demonstrate that there is much room to

simplify the interdecision process in HEVC. Accordingly,
if we can exploit certain information to adaptively stop
some specific blocks executing AMP prediction, and if the
complex ME process can be simplified in HEVC encoder,
the calculation load will be reduced dramatically in the
whole HEVC interencoding process.

2 The proposed efficient method for HEVC
intercoding
As presented in the previous sections, the complicated
intermode decision consumes plenty of coding time,
which prevents HEVC encoder from practical application.
Hence, optimizing interprediction is a main challenge for
fulfilling coding time saving.

2.1 AMP decision skipping algorithm
Through analyzing comparative results in Section 1, not-
withstanding disabling AMP can avoid complicated ME
process, most of CUs are further split. Thus, further split-
ting damages PSNR and bitrates simultaneously. For
current CU, more coding time will be saved if the optimal
prediction mode is determined in advance. We would like
to propose an efficient AMP decision algorithm that can
early decide whether AMP is the best partition or not.
According to the simulated results in Table 2, we

compare sequence content between AMP on and
AMP off. The test sequence “RaceHorses” is taken as
an example. We can observe from Fig. 3 that when
AMP is disabled, just a small part of CUs carry out
SKIP mode (in blue rectangle). While some CUs are
partitioned by AMP when AMP is enabled, but their
corresponding CUs were split into smaller sub-CUs
(in red rectangle) when AMP is disabled. This is the
reason that coding time reduces not sufficiently while
the loss of coding performance is not so much when
AMP is disabled.
As mentioned by [32–34], it is just an MV that distin-

guishes the current CU and its co-located CU in previ-
ous coded frame. Accordingly, the relationship between
them can be modeled as I(p +mv, t − 1) = I(p, t), where
I(p, t) denotes the value of pixel in p position at t time
and mv represents motion vector. Furthermore, the high
correlation between CU and its co-located CU has been
verified in [33, 34]. In accordance with this high correl-
ation, we conduct extensive experiments on ten
sequences in Table 1 to discover the relationship
between AMP and CU position. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
current CU is termed as CUcur, which should have been
encoded as AMP with AMP off. Its corresponding CU is
labeled as CUcor, which is decided as AMP. In addition,
the co-located CU of CUcor is labeled as CUcol. The

Table 2 Comparison between HM 14.0 (AMP off) and the original HM 14.0 (AMP on)

Test sequence RA LDP

BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%) BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%)

Traffic − 0.03 0.78 − 10.45 N/A N/A N/A

PeopleOnStreet − 0.04 0.67 − 9.57 N/A N/A N/A

BasketballDrive − 0.06 1.16 − 16.31 − 0.11 1.21 − 18.12

Cactus − 0.05 0.98 − 11.06 − 0.06 0.87 − 14.97

BQMall − 0.05 1.22 − 13.84 − 0.07 0.93 − 12.36

BasketballDrill − 0.06 1.17 − 15.63 − 0.09 1.08 − 17.21

BQSquare − 0.02 0.54 − 7.82 − 0.05 0.86 − 15.39

RaceHorses − 0.06 1.24 − 17.94 − 0.03 0.77 − 13.58

FourPeople N/A N/A N/A − 0.04 0.82 − 11.32

Johnny N/A N/A N/A − 0.02 1.13 − 9.42

Average − 0.05 0.97 − 12.83 − 0.06 0.96 − 14.05

N/A not applicable

Table 1 Test sequence information

Class Resolution Test sequence Frame rate Bit depth Motion
degree

A 2560 × 1600 Traffic 30 fps 8 High

PeopleOnStreet 30 fps 8 Low

B 1920 × 1080 BasketballDrive 50 fps 8 High

Cactus 50 fps 8 Low

C 832 × 480 BQMall 60 fps 8 Low

BasketballDrill 50 fps 8 High

D 416 × 240 BQSquare 60 fps 8 Low

RaceHorses 30 fps 8 High

E 1280 × 720 FourPeople 60 fps 8 Low

Johnny 60 fps 8 Low
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experiments are to calculate the probabilities of mode
distribution of CUcol and CUcor.
Table 3 shows the posterior probabilities of CUcur

mode selection and CUcol mode selection, where Mcur

and Mcol represent the optimal mode of CUcur and
CUcol, respectively. It is obvious from Table 3 that if
CUcur are selected as SKIP mode with AMP disabled,
over 96% of CUcol in previous coded frame is decided as
SKIP mode when AMP is enabled. In particular, when
QP selects 37, the probability of SKIP mode for CUcol

reaches up to 98.7%. It demonstrates that if Mcur

chooses SKIP mode, Mcol will also be SKIP mode likely.
However, if CUcur is further split when AMP is off, the
modes on CUcol distribute evenly (20.4% of SKIP mode,
18.8% of MERGE mode, 53.1% of three partition modes
and 7.7% of intramode). Because of the high relevance
between two adjacent frames, AMP decision on current
CU can be avoided adaptively based on whether Mcol is
SKIP mode or not. In other words, AMP decision on
one CU should be skipped immediately without any RD
cost calculation process if the co-located CU in previous
coded frame of this CU was encoded as SKIP mode.
Otherwise, current CU will be predicted as AMP or still
as SMP. This approach achieves some AMP decision
skipping with sacrificing coding quality, while this loss is

quite negligible and the computational load reduction is
very significant.

2.2 Search range adjustment algorithm
ME is the most computationally expensive procedure in
HEVC encoder. The search range of the matched sample
restrains current block to obtain the best MV within a
limited area in the reference frame. Larger the search
range is, higher the computational burden costs. Contrar-
ily, a very small motion search range contains a few candi-
date points for matching so that the best MV can be
checked out within a short time. An appropriate search
range is capable of saving considerable search time and at
the same time keeping a good RD performance for HEVC
encoder. However, due to small size search range has poor
candidates, a low precision and even an extreme error will
be generated. In addition, a large motion search range is
indispensable for reliable prediction. Therefore, the
motion search range can be adjusted properly without loss
of HEVC coding efficiency.
In this section, the coding information (including search

range and CU size) from the spatial adjacent blocks will be
exploited to discover the characteristics among spatial
blocks in the same frame and to determine search range for
current CU. Extensive experiments were conducted on six
typical text sequences from Table 1, and simulated condi-
tions are same as configuration in Section 1.
Six selected test sequences in Table 4 can be encoded

with both RA and LDP cases according to CTC.
Sequences “BasketballDrive,” “BasketballDrill,” and
“RaceHorses” have many fast moving objects, while
sequences “Cactus,” “BQMall,” and “BQSquare” are with
relatively low movement activity, and “BQSquare” even
has large static background. For better understanding

Table 3 Posterior probabilities of CUcur mode selection and
CUcol mode selection

Mcur Mcol Probability (P(Mcol|Mcur), %) Average

QP = 22 QP = 27 QP = 32 QP = 37

SKIP SKIP 94.2 95.5 96.3 98.7 96.2

MERGE 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.5

SP 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.4 0.9

SMP 1.7 1.4 1.2 0.5 1.2

AMP 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.3 1.0

Intra 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.3

Further split SKIP 18.5 20.1 21.3 21.8 20.4

MERGE 18.3 19.7 18.1 18.9 18.8

SP 19.2 20.9 22.1 20.0 20.6

SMP 19.3 18.4 17.9 16.5 18.0

AMP 13.4 14.8 14.2 15.7 14.5

Intra 11.3 6.1 6.4 7.1 7.7

Fig. 3 CU and PU partition of the second frame in “RaceHorses”
under RA case with QP of 32. a AMP on. b AMP off

Fig. 4 Corresponding positions of each type CU with AMP enabled
and disabled
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for readers, based on the average portions of each CU
size, we normalize the distribution data using area
normalization method. The area normalization method
can be used to measure the fineness of specimen in
chemistry, while we adopt this method to further high-
light the CU size distribution in this paper. For the
sequences with complex motion objects (“BasketballD-
rive,” “BasketballDrill,” and “RaceHorses”), their small
size CU (16 × 16 and 8 × 8) is close to 0.90 under RA
configuration, as well as 0.84 under LDP configuration
as shown in Table 4. In particular, as a test sequence
with large global motion area, sequence “RaceHorses”
has a huge amount of movement information, so the
small size CU in this sequence also accounts for nearly
0.90 at RA condition. It is because that motion in these
test sequences is quite rich and objects in them move
dramatically, it needs small size CU to record abundant
movement information for fulfilling an accurate MV
coding. Nevertheless, in the other three test sequences

with comparative simple motion, the overwhelming ma-
jority of CU is big size (64 × 64 and 32 × 32), where it is
from 0.83 (“Cactus” in RA case) to 0.90 (“BQSquare” in
LDP case) on average at both two conditions. Particu-
larly “BQSquare” has large motionless region, so CUs in
this test sequence are almost totally chosen as big size.
Another observation from Table 4 is that as QP value
is rising, the share of big size CU is growing, since
growth of QP smoothens the video texture so that
the motion degree is slow. The region in current CU
with big size is covered by homogeneous texture or
motion content, while the small size CUs carry a
large number of texture and movement information.
As a result, we can initially determine motion degree
upon the current CU size.
Based on aforementioned observations, we can find

that motion degree is relative closely to CU size. More-
over, the first three sequences contain complex motion,
so the CU size in these four sequences always tends to

Table 4 Distribution of CU sizes for six typical test sequences

Sequences QP CU size distribution (area normalization)

RA LDP

64 × 64 32 × 32 16 × 16 8 × 8 64 × 64 32 × 32 16 × 16 8 × 8

BasketballDrive 22 0.03 0.08 0.23 0.66 0.03 0.10 0.22 0.64

27 0.04 0.10 0.26 0.61 0.04 0.11 0.24 0.61

32 0.05 0.09 0.28 0.58 0.05 0.12 0.24 0.59

37 0.06 0.11 0.28 0.55 0.05 0.13 0.21 0.61

BasketballDrill 22 0.03 0.08 0.20 0.69 0.03 0.09 0.25 0.63

27 0.04 0.10 0.24 0.63 0.04 0.10 0.26 0.61

32 0.04 0.10 0.25 0.61 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.59

37 0.04 0.10 0.23 0.63 0.05 0.11 0.25 0.59

RaceHorses 22 0.02 0.07 0.29 0.62 0.02 0.13 0.27 0.58

27 0.03 0.08 0.30 0.59 0.04 0.14 0.31 0.52

32 0.03 0.08 0.34 0.56 0.03 0.16 0.32 0.49

37 0.04 0.09 0.31 0.56 0.03 0.16 0.31 0.51

Average 0.04 0.09 0.27 0.61 0.04 0.12 0.26 0.58

Cactus 22 0.32 0.52 0.13 0.04 0.35 0.47 0.11 0.07

27 0.33 0.48 0.14 0.04 0.37 0.48 0.11 0.05

32 0.33 0.50 0.13 0.04 0.37 0.48 0.11 0.04

37 0.35 0.48 0.14 0.03 0.38 0.47 0.12 0.03

BQMall 22 0.34 0.51 0.11 0.04 0.40 0.45 0.11 0.04

27 0.37 0.50 0.10 0.03 0.41 0.44 0.11 0.05

32 0.36 0.52 0.09 0.04 0.42 0.43 0.11 0.04

37 0.38 0.48 0.09 0.04 0.41 0.45 0.10 0.04

BQSquare 22 0.48 0.40 0.08 0.03 0.50 0.40 0.07 0.03

27 0.44 0.44 0.09 0.03 0.52 0.39 0.06 0.04

32 0.45 0.46 0.07 0.01 0.48 0.43 0.06 0.03

37 0.46 0.42 0.10 0.01 0.53 0.38 0.06 0.03

Average 0.38 0.48 0.11 0.03 0.43 0.44 0.09 0.04
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be small. While the motion in the last three sequences is
relatively slow, therefore, the big CU accounts for the
vast majority. In other words, fast/slow motion leads to
small/big size CU and requires big/small motion search
range. Consequently, according to the motion informa-
tion of CU size, various CU sizes are divided into four
categories and the weight value (ω) can be setup on dif-
ferent CU sizes, as shown in Table 5.
MVs of the current CU are always correlated with the

MVs of its spatially neighboring blocks [33]. It is possible
that the current block and its spatially adjacent blocks
have the same moving object with similar movement
information and the motion of the object is unlikely to
alter abruptly over time. Accordingly, the relationship
among movement information of the spatially neighbor-
ing blocks can be utilized to adjust search range for
current CU. Furthermore, a plenty of experiments have
been conducted on various test sequences, and it is ob-
served that most objects move along horizontal or verti-
cal direction. Hence, we tabulate Table 6 to assign the
relationship factor (βi) between current CU and its adja-
cent spatial blocks. The spatial correlation is one of the
major parameters for measuring motion degree of
current CU [35]. Additionally, another crucial parameter
to judge the degree is current CU size, where different
sizes are assigned different weight values as tabulated in
Table 5. Therefore, we can determine the motion degree
of current CU in accordance with the weight value (ω)
and the relationship factors (βi) as follows:

MD ¼ ω
X3

i¼0

ωi⋅βi⋅f i ð2Þ

where MD represents motion degree of current CU, and
weight value ωi is signified by search ranges of neighbor-
ing block i according to results in Table 5, as well as the
flag fi is set as 1 if neighboring block i is available; other-
wise, it is assigned as 0.
In general, the larger the parameter MD is, the

stronger the uncertainty of motion is and the bigger
the search range is. According to this regulation, the
search range of current CU is able to be determined
through Table 7. T1, T2, and T3 in Table 7 are thresh-
olds to classify current CU into each types. Inspired
by [35] and through a great deal of experimental

results, we achieve the accuracies of the proposed
algorithm using various thresholds, which are shown
in Table 8. The accuracies here are defined as the match-
ing rate between the MVs by the proposed algorithm and
the MVs by the original HEVC encoder. T1, T2, and T3 are
assigned to 0.65, 10.50, and 13.00, respectively. This
configuration is capable of adjusting search range for
current CU, which avoids extremely high computational
load from full search range and achieves a consistent
coding performance.

2.3 Overall algorithms
On the basis of the aforementioned analysis, our pro-
posed efficient approach for HEVC combines fast PU
partition decision algorithm and fast ME process algo-
rithm. The flow chart of our proposed overall algorithms
is illustrated as Fig. 5.
We further describe the steps in detail as follows:
Step 1: Start interprediction for a CU.
Step 2: Determine whether current CU is partitioned

to SMP (PART_2N ×N and PART_N × 2 N) or not. If
current CU is divided into SMP, go to step 3; otherwise,
go to step 4.
Step 3: Perform AMP decision skipping. Derive the

co-located CU in previous coded frame of current CU; if
it was encoded as SKIP mode, current CU should also
be decided as SKIP mode and go to step 6; otherwise,
current CU should further be decided as AMP or still as
SMP and go to step 4.
Step 4: Perform fast search range adjustment.
Step 4.1: Set the weight value (ω) upon each CU

sizes and assign each search ranges corresponding to
different ω as shown in Table 5.
Step 4.2: Compute motion degree of current CU

based on Eq. (2) using several parameters, including
relationship factor from Table 6.

Table 7 Search range adjustment using MD

Search range Condition

[− 8, 8] MD < T1

[− 16, 16] T1≤MD < T2

[− 32, 32] T2≤MD < T3

[− 64, 64] T3≤MD

Table 6 Relationship factor (βi) and position of neighboring
block

i Relationship factor (βi) Position of neighboring block

0 4 Left block

1 1 Top-left block

2 4 Top block

3 1 Top-right block

Table 5 Weight values for each CU size

CU size Weight value (ω)

64 × 64 0.1

32 × 32 0.2

16 × 16 0.3

8 × 8 0.4
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Step 4.3: According to values of T1, T2, and T3, de-
cide which search range for the current CU should
be selected to execute ME.
Step 5: Perform ME with modified search range for

current CU.
Step 6: Go to step 1 and address the next CU.

3 Results and discussion
This section analyzes the performance in terms of cod-
ing time, bitrates, and PSNR. In the following, the two
sub-methods are described as (i) AMP decision skipping

algorithm (labeled “ADS”) and (ii) search range adjust-
ment algorithm 2 (labeled “SRA”).
For both algorithms, the HEVC test model (HM) ref-

erence software HM14.0 has been utilized. For these
tests, ten sequences are released by JCT-VC group and
the detailed information of the test sequences is pro-
vided in Table 1 in Section 1. It is noteworthy that all
the ten test sequences in Table 1 are selected from the
CTC and they have all kinds of resolutions (from 416 ×
240 to 2560 × 1600) and various motion characteristics
(low and high motion degree). All the experiments are

Fig. 5 Flow chart of our proposed overall algorithms

Table 8 Comparison between ADS and the original HM 14.0

Test sequence RA LDP

BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%) BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%)

Traffic − 0.03 0.47 − 8.26 N/A N/A N/A

PeopleOnStreet − 0.03 0.51 − 8.38 N/A N/A N/A

BasketballDrive − 0.03 0.73 − 13.84 − 0.08 0.91 − 14.33

Cactus − 0.05 0.71 − 9.93 − 0.05 0.68 − 12.18

BQMall − 0.04 0.82 − 10.41 − 0.06 0.72 − 10.07

BasketballDrill − 0.02 0.87 − 12.55 − 0.06 0.85 − 13.46

BQSquare − 0.02 0.42 − 5.97 − 0.05 0.71 − 11.25

RaceHorses − 0.04 0.69 − 14.02 − 0.02 0.57 − 12.53

FourPeople N/A N/A N/A − 0.03 0.63 − 9.76

Johnny N/A N/A N/A − 0.02 0.89 − 8.87

Average − 0.03 0.65 − 10.42 − 0.05 0.75 − 11.56

N/A not applicable
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simulated on two Intel Xeon E5-2640 v2 2.0GHz, 32GB
DDR3 random access memory, and compiled on Micro-
soft Visual C++ 2010 under RA and LDP cases. In
addition, operating system is 64-bit Microsoft Windows
7 SP1. The encoder is configured as follows: both max-
imum CU width and height are 64 pixels, and maximum
partition depth is 4, resulting in minimum CU size of
8 × 8 pixels; period of I-Frame is 32, and GOP (group of
picture) size is 8; full search range of ME is set with 64;
QP is respectively selected with 22, 27, 32, and 37; RDO,
SAO (sample adaptive offset), and AMP are enabled;
and CABAC (context-based adaptive binary arithmetic
coding) is used as the entropy coder.
In this section, intuitive comparison is shown in Figs. 6,

7, 8, and 9. Meanwhile, the results of comparative

experiments are tabulated in Tables 8, 9, and 10 which
show the results between our approach and the original
HEVC encoder. Figures 10, 11, and 12 provide the results
compared with the state-of-the-art fast intercoding
methods in detail. Note that the same as Section 1,
changes of PSNR, bitrates, and coding time are labeled by
“BD-PSNR (dB),” “BD-BR (%),” and “ΔT (%),” respectively.

3.1 Evaluation of individual algorithm ADS compared
with HM 14.0
To assess the coding performance of our proposed ADS
algorithm compared with the original HEVC encoder, we
have conducted a large number of experiments, and the
experimental results in Table 8 illustrate the relative
encoding performance of the proposed ADS algorithm

Fig. 6 RD curves with the QP of 22, 27, 32 and 37 under RA configuration. a “Traffic”. b “PeopleOnStreet”. c “BasketballDrive”. d “Cactus”. e
“BQMall”. f “BasketballDrill”
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the subjective quality of the 22nd frame in “RaceHorses”. a Encoded by the original HM 14.0. b Encoded by the proposed algorithm

Fig. 7 RD curves with the QP of 22, 27, 32 and 37 under LDP configuration. a “BasketballDrive”. b “Cactus”. c “BQMall”. d “BasketballDrill”. e
“BQSquare”. f “RaceHorses”
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versus the original HM 14.0. From Table 8, we can note
that sub-algorithm ADS can obtain coding complexity re-
duction with almost the same encoding performance for
all ten test sequences. More specifically, it reduces 10.42
and 11.56% coding time averagely for them under RA and
LDP cases, respectively. The loss of PSNR for ADS is from
− 0.08 dB (“BasketballDrive” under LDP configuration) to
− 0.02 dB, and bitrate increase is from 0.42% (“BQSquare”
under RA configuration) to 0.91% (“BasketballDrive”
under LDP configuration). Since ADS simplifies AMP de-
cision for PU mode decision, for the test sequences with
high movement region, coding time saving is from the
maximum of 14.33% (“BasketballDrive” at LDP condition)
to the minimum of 12.53% (“RaceHorses” at LDP condi-
tion), which is evident. Although some of these ten test se-
quences have much slow motion areas (including
“Traffic,” “Cactus,” “BQMall,” “BQSquare,”“FourPeople,”
and “Johnny”), the coding time reduction still achieves ap-
proximately 8.67% under RA case and 10.43% under LDP
case. Because of high definition and high motion activity,
RD performance for test sequence “BasketballDrive” is less
than satisfactory, but coding time saving reaches the ex-
pected goal with the maximum of 14.33% at LDP

condition. These results imply that the proposed ADS al-
gorithm can accelerate PU partition decision in HEVC en-
coder through skipping some AMP decision.

3.2 Evaluation of individual algorithm SRA compared with
HM 14.0
Table 9 demonstrates the experimental results of our SRA
algorithm compared with the original HM 14.0. It can be
seen from Table 9 that over 16% of time saving is obtained
by SRA algorithm at both RA and LDP conditions. Mean-
while, decrease of PSNR and increase of bitrates are
within acceptable range (− 0.02 dB of PSNR decrease and
0.37% of bitrates increase at RA condition as well as −
0.01 dB of PSNR decrease and 0.28% of bitrates increase
at LDP condition on average). In particular, for test se-
quences “BQSquare” with RA configuration and “Johnny”
with LDP configuration, coding performance are totally
identical to that of the original HEVC encoder in respect
of PSNR. Additionally, bitrates rise from just 0.20%
(“BQSquare” under LDP case) to 0.40% (“BQMall” under
RA case) using SRA method. Because SRA adaptively
diminishes the motion search range of ME and discards
lots of unnecessary search region, bitrate increase is

Table 9 Comparison between SRA and the original HM 14.0

Test Sequence RA LDP

BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%) BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%)

Traffic − 0.02 0.39 − 15.52 N/A N/A N/A

PeopleOnStreet − 0.01 0.37 − 17.28 N/A N/A N/A

BasketballDrive − 0.02 0.29 − 19.36 − 0.02 0.38 − 18.70

Cactus − 0.02 0.32 − 16.40 − 0.01 0.27 − 15.56

BQMall − 0.03 0.40 − 15.07 − 0.01 0.23 − 14.85

BasketballDrill − 0.01 0.28 − 18.44 − 0.02 0.36 − 19.44

BQSquare − 0.00 0.37 − 13.87 − 0.01 0.20 − 13.28

RaceHorses − 0.02 0.27 − 19.13 − 0.02 0.31 − 17.73

FourPeople N/A N/A N/A − 0.01 0.26 − 16.51

Johnny N/A N/A N/A − 0.00 0.25 − 16.18

Average − 0.02 0.37 − 16.88 − 0.01 0.28 − 16.53

N/A not applicable

Fig. 9 Comparison of the subjective quality of the 32nd frame in test sequence “BasketballDrill”. a Encoded by the original HM 14.0. b Encoded
by the proposed algorithm
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inconspicuous with regard to the test sequences with low
motion activity areas, such as “BQSquare,” “FourPeople,”
and “Johnny.” It indicates that SRA is suitable for the test
sequence whose objects move slowly, since SRA method
can eliminate much computational complexity on candi-
date point searching through adjusting search range. Fur-
thermore, coding time reduction is particularly significant
on test sequences with complex movement, such as “Bas-
ketballDrive,” “BasketballDrill,” and “RaceHorses.” The
analysis about the results in Table 9 states that the pro-
posed fast SRA algorithm maintains the nearly same
coding efficiency as the original HEVC encoder with con-
siderable reduction for the computational load.

3.3 Proposed overall algorithm assessment
Table 10 illustrates the experimental result comparison
between the proposed overall algorithms (ADS plus
SRA) and the original HEVC encoder. The results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can save the
encoding time dramatically with 31.37% under RA con-
figuration and 34.45% under LDP configuration on aver-
age, where the maximum reduction of 37.21%(“Johnny”
at LDP condition) and the minimum reduction of
27.24% (“PeopleOnStreet” at RA condition), respectively.

When ADS performs, inter partition mode can be
decided in advance. This process has accelerated inter-
mode decision. Based on this improvement, ME can be
skipped conditionally or performed under proper search
range with SRA. Only performing ADS can skip some
interpartition modes without any RD cost calculation
process, but ME with full search range, if any, consumes
much time. Similarly, although SRA can adjust search
range for ME, computational complexity is still high
during interpartition mode decision without ADS. It is
inevitable that collaboration of ADS and SRA outper-
forms the individual algorithms. Therefore, the coding
time reduction by joint algorithm is more than the time
saved by ADS and SRA, respectively (11 and 16%).
Test sequence “Johnny” has both large static back-

ground regions and large homogeneous areas, so most
of CUs can be immediately predicted as SKIP mode
without AMP decision using ADS. Furthermore, search
range can be diminished as minimum range [− 8, 8]
using SRA for some blocks, which accomplishes coding
time decrease efficiently. Since the proposed overall al-
gorithms skip complicated AMP decision and adjust
motion search range of ME process rather than exhaust-
ive candidates search, the computational burden for the

Fig. 10 Comparison of the subjective quality of the 42nd frame in test sequence “BasketballDrive” a Encoded by the original HM 14.0. b Encoded
by the proposed algorithm

Table 10 Comparison between ADS + SRA and the original HM 14.0

Test Sequence RA LDP

BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%) BD-PSNR (dB) BD-BR (%) ΔT (%)

Traffic − 0.01 0.28 − 29.13 N/A N/A N/A

PeopleOnStreet 0.00 0.25 − 27.24 N/A N/A N/A

BasketballDrive − 0.01 0.23 − 30.27 − 0.02 0.20 − 32.59

Cactus 0.00 0.19 − 32.46 0.01 0.17 − 33.41

BQMall 0.00 0.16 − 33.89 0.00 0.14 − 34.82

BasketballDrill − 0.01 0.20 − 31.69 − 0.01 0.15 − 32.35

BQSquare 0.01 0.13 − 35.58 0.01 0.11 − 35.79

RaceHorses − 0.01 0.18 − 30.72 0.01 0.16 − 34.36

FourPeople N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.10 − 35.03

Johnny N/A N/A N/A 0.01 0.09 − 37.21

Average 0.00 0.20 − 31.37 0.00 0.14 − 34.45
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sequences with low motion activity reduces significantly.
For the sequences with slow movement, including “Traf-
fic,” “Cactus,” “BQMall,” “BQSquare,” “FourPeople,” and
“Johnny,” the proposed overall algorithms averagely save
coding time 32.77% (in RA case) and 35.25% (in LDP
case), and bitrate increase for these sequences are only
0.19% (in RA case) and 0.12% (in LDP case) on average,
which is negligible. Moreover, the average PSNR loss for
all the test sequences is 0.00 dB under two configura-
tions. These results indicate that the proposed efficient
AMP decision and search range adjustment algorithm
can accelerate intercoding greatly with the same coding
performance as HEVC encoder.

3.4 Intuitive evaluation of our proposed algorithm
In order to illustrate the experimental results intuitively,
Figs. 6 and 7 provide more information about the proposed
overall algorithm compared with the original HEVC
encoder in detail. It can be noticed from Figs. 6 and 7 that
the proposed overall algorithm can obtain nearly the same
coding performance as the original HEVC encoder in terms
of PSNR and bitrates.

3.5 Subjective performance comparison
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the 22nd frame of “Race-
Horses” (416 × 240), the 32nd frame of “BasketballDrill”
(832 × 480), and the 42nd frame of “BasketballDrive”
(1920 × 1080) under RA case with QP of 32, aiming at

comparing subjective performance between our pro-
posed approach and the original HEVC encoder.
It is evident that the region marked by the red

rectangle in Fig. 8b is more smoothly than that in
Fig. 8a. Additionally, the area labeled by the red
rectangle in Fig. 9a is more blurred than that in
Fig. 9b. Except for Figs. 8 and 9, we can also find
from Fig. 10 that there exists no apparent flaw in
Fig. 10b for the proposed algorithm from the
perspective of subjective quality. The subjective per-
formance comparison demonstrates that the proposed
algorithm and the original HEVC encoder have ex-
tremely similar subjective qualities, but the coding ef-
ficiency of the proposed algorithm is higher than that
of the original HEVC encoder.

3.6 Comparison with the state-of-the-art algorithms [26,
27, 29]
It is illustrated as Figs. 11, 12, and 13 that the coding
efficiency comparison between the proposed algorithm and
the state-of-the-art algorithms in Ref. [26, 27, 29] under RA
configuration and Figs. 11, 12, and 13 reflect the compari-
sons about coding time reduction, Bjontegaard Delta PSNR,
and Bjontegaard Delta Bitrate, respectively. From Fig. 11, it
is obvious that other than the algorithm in [27], the coding
time is generally saved more by the proposed algorithm
than that by algorithms in [26, 29], but the bitrate increase
by our method is significantly less than that by the method
in [27] (as shown in Fig. 13). Meanwhile, according to the

Fig. 12 PSNR change comparison of the proposed algorithm and the algorithms in [26, 27, 29] in RA case (the blank is zero that means no change)

Fig. 11 Coding time reduction comparison of the proposed algorithm and the algorithms in [26, 27, 29] in RA case
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data comparisons from Fig. 12, we can see that in respects
of PSNR loss achievement of our proposed algorithm is
nearly same as that of algorithm in [27]. Note that the pro-
posed algorithm distinctly outperforms the other algo-
rithms in [26, 29]. For bitrate drop, our method is superior
to both algorithms in [26, 27] except for algorithm in [29],
while our approach achieves a better coding time reduction
and PSNR gain than the approach in [29]. To sum up, the
proposed algorithm can keep a consistent coding efficiency
compared with the state-of-the-art fast HEVC algorithms
in [26, 27, 29].

4 Conclusion
In this paper, our proposed algorithm performs the out-
standing coding efficiency for interprediction and is
demonstrated by aforementioned experimental results.
Because the proposed method achieves redundant PU
mode decision skipping and adaptive search range of
ME adjustment, it can reduce abundant coding time
extremely and maintain almost the same coding
performance as the original HEVC encoder. Moreover,
comparison experiments with the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms in Ref. [26, 27, 29] show that our algorithm is
more close to the original HEVC encoder than other
novel methods in terms of RD performance. In conclu-
sion, the proposed algorithm can improve coding effi-
ciency significantly and implement HEVC encoder for
real-time application.
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